Mutations in the palm subdomain of Twa DNA polymerase to enhance PCR efficiency and its function analysis.
Among the family B DNA polymerases, the Twa DNA polymerase from T. wiotapuensis, a hyperthermophilic archaeon, has exceedingly high fidelity. For applications in PCR, however, the enzyme is limited by its low extension rate and processivity. To resolve these weaknesses, we focused on two amino acid residues (A381 and N501) located at the palm subdomain of Twa DNA polymerase. Following replacement of these residues by site-directed mutagenesis, Twa N501R DNA polymerase showed significantly improved polymerase function compared to the wild-type enzyme in terms of processivity (3-fold), extension rate (2-fold) and PCR efficiency. Kinetic analysis using DNA as template revealed that the kcat value of the Twa N501R mutant was similar to that of wild-type, but the Km of the Twa N501R mutant was about 1.5-fold lower than that of the wild-type. These results suggest that a positive charge at residue 501 located in the forked-point does not impede catalytic activity of the polymerase domain but stabilizes interactions between the polymerase domain and the DNA template.